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Free pdf Attacks on the press journalism on the worlds front

lines bloomberg (Read Only)

an epic genre bending and transformative new series that reimagines world war ii with female soldiers fighting on the front

lines world war ii 1942 a court decision makes women subject to the draft and eligible for service the unproven american

army is going up against the greatest fighting force ever assembled the armed forces of nazi germany three girls sign up to

fight rio richlin frangie marr and rainy schulterman are average girls girls with dreams and aspirations at the start of their lives

at the start of their loves each has her own reasons for volunteering rio fights to honor her sister frangie needs money for her

family rainy wants to kill germans for the first time they leave behind their homes and families to go to war these three daring

young women will play their parts in the war to defeat evil and save the human race as the fate of the world hangs in the

balance they will discover the roles that define them on the front lines they will fight the greatest war the world has ever

known perfect for fans of girl in the blue coat salt to the sea the book thief and code name verity from new york times

bestselling author michael grant at the front line draws on a plethora of letters diaries and documents written by over 300

australian soldiers in the field to present a picture of the hardships and triumphs of their wartime experience mark johnston

analyses the suffering of front line soldiers caused not only by the opposing force but also by the conditions imposed by their
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own army the book details the physical and psychological pressures of life at the front and shows how soldiers survived or

surrendered to unbearable environments fear boredom and the constant threat of impending death the myths of mateship and

equanimity are brought under scrutiny much hostility can be explained by competition between ranks and the perceived

hostility of superiors the author investigates the immense strain that led to many breakdowns and the characteristic

forebearance that saw so many others through no one would have believed that in the last years of the nineteenth century

that this world was being watched these words marked the beginning of h g well s classic science fiction novel the war of the

worlds and marked the end of man s child like belief that we are alone in the universe published in 1898 the war of the

worlds is one of the greatest works of science fiction ever written and it cemented h g wells legacy as a founding father of

science fiction a 1938 radio play by orson welles caused mass panic when it hit the airwaves and frankly we haven t been

able to trust aliens ever since here now are bold new visions of alien and human conflicts on many different fronts including a

man scours a distant world searching for something right under his nose two children terrorized by their own mother find an

unlikely saviour giant war machines find love and more at the end of the world a harmless looking birthday gift is really a

portal to humanity s doom looking for great horror and science fiction get in line war of the worlds frontlines approaches the

topic of world war ii from the perspective of those fighting in it this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original

due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this

work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the

world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work describes first hand accounts of
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world war ii from those who lived through it provided by publisher approaches the topic of world war ii from the perspective of

those fighting in it approaches the topic of world war i the perspective of soldiers fighting in it this is the story of bob moranda

citizen soldier who fought with honor courage conviction and valor during one of world war ii s most critical campaigns the

battle of the bulge both his capture by the germans and liberation by the russians were perilous this is also the story of bob

and his brother george who both served in korea in the national guard after wwii they were called to active duty again not too

many years after wwii they had to adjust once more from civilian life to that of soldiers in training and combat bob writes of

the joys and frustrations of the common soldier doing his duty george adds historical perspective to the events recounted in

the book together they provide a compelling narrative enhanced by the context of history for those who want to know what

actual combat is like those who need inspiration to meet life s challenges and for those who want to know more about the

boys who saved democracy this is essential reading front lines documents the literary practices of imperial spain s common

soldiers the epic poems chronicles ballads and autobiographies that these soldiers wrote at the front provide a critical view

from below on state violence and imperial expansion approaches the topic of world war i the perspective of soldiers fighting in

it the riveting personal account of a michigan nurse s experiences in france germany and africa during the second world war

front lines to headlines the world war i overseas dispatches of otto p higgins by james j heiman is a narrative review of the

complete collection of 218 overseas world war i dispatches which includes a sampling of dispatches and 42 field photographs

both the dispatches and the photographs were created by embedded divisional correspondent otto p higgins and published in

the kansas city star between may 1918 and july 1919 descriptions of the dispatches are presented in narrative form in the
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book and organized sequentially in monthly installments by date of composition followed by a representative sampling of

photographs and intact articles studies of world war ii often focus on the millions who fought so bravely many of whom

ultimately lost their lives but learning only about soldiers and battlefield maneuvers doesn t give a clear picture of the full

impact of war these troops had families at home as well as working in hospitals factories and helping out the war effort in

other ways these people too should be recognized and understood for their contribution this comprehensive book complete

with a timeline of the war and numerous primary sources provides readers with valuable information about this terrible war on

the frontlines and at home described as a classic by the critics on the front lines strips away the glamour of war and shows in

the words of the infantrymen and gunners who fought on the front lines what it was really like in the trenches in world war ii

published on the 50th anniversary of the u s s entry into the war front lines is a military themed book written by boyd cable

these tales have been written over a period running from the later stages of the somme to the present time for the book the

author has two ambitions the first that to my service readers it may bring a few hours of interest and entertainment may prove

some sort of a picture and a record of what they themselves have been through the second that it may strike and impress

and stir those people at home who even now clearly require awakening to all that war means a comprehensive guide to

creating low cost innovative and unconventional marketing featuring real life stories from seasoned experts let thirty five world

class guerrilla marketing coaches teach you their time tested tactics and strategies for getting new customers and turning

them into your most enthusiastic fans here is a taste of what you re going to learn in guerrilla marketing on the front lines

dozens of new high impact strategies for reaching and acquiring new customers even on a shoestring budget cutting edge
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online tactics designed to cut through the clutter and dramatically increase your visibility and conversion rates the keys to

developing high powered guerrilla partnerships and affiliate programs that will leverage your time and actually make you

money while you sleep are you ready to turn your own prospects into customers and then into raving fans who will buy from

you again and again and again join us on the front lines and get ready to launch your own guerrilla marketing attack has al

jazeera s impact been underestimated is the role of the internet fully understood has public diplomacy become mired in

clumsy propaganda beyond the front lines examines these issues suggesting ways journalists might carry out their job better

and defining the role of the news media in a high tech globalized and dangerous world in at the frontlines of development

former world bank country directors recount their experiences both as managers of the world bank s programs in global

economic hotspots of the 1990s as well as throughout their careers in development economics these essays detail among

many stories of development in the 1990s how china and india lifted hundreds of millions out of poverty while russia

collapsed how bosnia and herzegovina and mozambique remade their war ravaged economies and how thailand turkey and

argentina fell into financial crisis these remarkable stories told in first person by the country directors who were there to

witness them provide candid assessments of development in the 1990s what succeeded what failed and what lessons

emerged this book is part of a larger effort undertaken by the world bank to understand the development experience of the

1990s an extraordinary eventful decade each of the project s three volumes serves a different purpose economic growth in

the 1990s provides comprehensive analysis of the decade s development experience while development challenges in the

1990s offers insights on the practical concerns faced by policymakers a collection of reports from foreign correspondents
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during world war ii such as walter cronkite and ernie pyle covering events from the normandy invasion on d day and the

bombing of hiroshima to the nuremberg trials this is a unique war story based on more than 350 letters that the author s

father wrote to her mother from the front lines in italy in 1944 and 1945 these are love letters deeply intimate while vividly

recounting the brutal life of a combat soldier they also reveal the intense connection between the author s mother and father

through extensive quotes from the letters the book conveys in powerful detail what he thought felt and experienced as a

company commander in combat her letters do not survive but his responses to her show the strength of their relationship they

write about mutual friends the quotidian details of their lives the weather food the war news they tease each other they send

each other gifts and photos they dream about life after the war sometimes they quarrel he worries about money and chides

her about her spending habits she becomes frustrated over irregular and delayed mail and blames him for it but every letter

conveys his love for her his aching for her his sense of being with her despite the distance and the war this is also the story

of the war itself of dangerous night patrols german artillery supplies coming to the front by mule days and days with no sleep

dead and wounded soldiers german war prisoners and finally victory this poignant juxtaposition of the personal and the

historical based on a rare quantity of first hand material is spellbinding and inspiring the attack on the wood had begun soon

after dawn and it was no more than 8 a m when the corporal was dropped badly wounded in the advance line of the attack

where it had penetrated about four hundred yards into the wood but it was well into afternoon before he sufficiently woke to

his surroundings to understand where he was or what had happened and when he did so he found the realisation sufficiently

unpleasant it was plain from several indications the direction from which the shells bursting in his vicinity were coming a
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glimpse of some wounded germans retiring the echoing rattle of rifle fire and crash of bombs behind him that the battalion

had been driven back as half a dozen other battalions had been driven back in the course of the ebb and flow fighting

through the wood for a couple of weeks past that he was lying badly wounded and helpless to defend himself where the

germans could pick him up as a prisoner or finish him off with a saw backed bayonet as the mood of his discoverers turned

his left leg was broken below the knee his right shoulder and ribs ached intolerably a scalp wound six inches long ran across

his head from side to side a wound that thanks to the steel shrapnel helmet lying dinted in deep across the crown had not

split his head open to the teeth at the front line draws on a plethora of letters diaries and documents written by over 300

australian soldiers in the field to present a picture of the hardships and triumphs of their wartime experience mark johnston

analyses the suffering of front line soldiers caused not only by the opposing force but also by the conditions imposed by their

own army the book details the physical and psychological pressures of life at the front and shows how soldiers survived or

surrendered to unbearable environments fear boredom and the constant threat of impending death the myths of mateship and

equanimity are brought under scrutiny much hostility can be explained by competition between ranks and the perceived

hostility of superiors the author investigates the immense strain that led to many breakdowns and the characteristic

forebearance that saw so many others through the attack on the wood had begun soon after dawn and it was no more than 8

a m when the corporal was dropped badly wounded in the advance line of the attack where it had penetrated about four

hundred yards into the wood but it was well into afternoon before he sufficiently woke to his surroundings to understand

where he was or what had happened and when he did so he found the realisation sufficiently unpleasant it was plain from
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several indications the direction from which the shells bursting in his vicinity were coming a glimpse of some wounded

germans retiring the echoing rattle of rifle fire and crash of bombs behind him that the battalion had been driven back as half

a dozen other battalions had been driven back in the course of the ebb and flow fighting through the wood for a couple of

weeks past that he was lying badly wounded and helpless to defend himself where the germans could pick him up as a

prisoner or finish him off with a saw backed bayonet as the mood of his discoverers turned his left leg was broken below the

knee his right shoulder and ribs ached intolerably a scalp wound six inches long ran across his head from side to side a

wound that thanks to the steel shrapnel helmet lying dinted in deep across the crown had not split his head open to the teeth

by drawing on a range of sources including secret government documents newspapers national and local records feature

films as well as interviews with those who worked during air raids this book provides an analysis of private meanings and

public media representations of civilians in the front line it will be enjoyed by historians of the second world war and those

seeking to understand better ways in which civilians have experienced war in the twentieth century jacket in the frontlines of

peace severine autesserre award winning researcher and peacebuilder examines the well intentioned but systematically

flawed peace industry the author sheds light on how typical aid interveners have been getting it wrong and more importantly

how a few of them have been getting it right with real life examples drawn from across the globe autesserre reveals that

peace can grow in the most unlikely circumstances with the help ofthe most unlikely heroes she makes the compelling case

that we must radically change our approach if we hope to build lasting peace around us no matter where we live afghan

women were at the forefront of global agendas in late 2001 fueled by a mix of media coverage humanitarian intervention and
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military operations calls for liberating afghan women were widespread women s roles in afghanistan have long been politically

divisive marked by struggles between modernization and tradition women politics and the state have always been intertwined

in afghanistan and conflicts have been fueled by attempts to challenge or change women s status it may appear that we have

come full circle twenty years later in late 2021 when afghanistan fell to the taliban once more women s rights in afghanistan

have been stripped away and any gains however tenuous now appear lost today the country navigates both a humanitarian

and a human rights crisis this book measures the rhetoric of liberation and the physical and ideological occupations of

afghanistan over the twenty year period from 2001 through 2021 through the voices perspectives and experiences of those

who are implicated in this reality afghan women approaches the topic of the vietnam war from the perspective of soldiers

fighting in it every unpacked frontline is one cutting edge of an economic system and political ideology that is destroying life

on earth revealing our ecosystems to be under a sustained attack nick meynen finds causes for hope in unconventional

places in his wide ranging journalism and writing nick meynen has been vividly mapping struggles for justice around the world

his new book is a rich collection of the human stories of those struggles from resistance to mining in india and greece to land

grabbing in uganda to a landmark climate lawsuit in the netherlands the book harnesses the power of lived experience to

bring our most urgent high stakes policy debates to life and it deserves a wide international audience naomi klein author of

the shock doctrine and this changes everything capitalism vs the climate pointing to the obvious irony that traditional warfare

is a dying business the author examines the new methods by which war will be waged in the future based on massive

pentagon spending he forecasts information warfare becoming all important to boost soldiers morale and remind them of the
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stakes of victory the american military formalized a recreation program that sent respectable young women along with famous

entertainers overseas this history of the women who talked and listened danced and sang adds an intimate chapter to the

story of war and its ties to life in peacetime today in a variety of post conflict settings international advocates for women s

rights have focused on bringing issues of sexual violence discrimination and exclusion into peace making processes on the

frontlines consider such policies and assess the extent to which they have had success in improving women s lives first

published in 1996 the first world war was the single most important event of the twentieth century this volume concentrates

on non u s aspects of the conflict organized alphabetically its more than 600 detailed entries offer information and insight on

such subjects as the causes of the conflict major battles and campaigns weapons systems including military aviation chemical

warfare the submarine and the tank and the terms of the peace some 350 biographies provide information on the roles

played in the conflict by generals admirals and civilian leaders there are also biographies of individuals who were shaped by

the war such as charles de gaulle adolf hitler benito mussolini and joseph stalin essays on each of the countries involved in

the conflict new appraisals of such subjects as military medicine and artillery tactics and essays on such diverse subjects as

art literature and music in the war each entry has references for additional reading and a subject index provides easy access

the volume is an excellent reference source for scholar and neophyte alike world war ii was the biggest and most destructive

war in history for two centuries wars had grown ever larger with the use of more terrible weapons and rising casualties

culminating in the cataclysmic global events of 1939 45 and then quite suddenly large international wars have all but

disappeared what caused wars to grow in size to such an extent and then shrink so precipitously is this a permanent state of
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affairs or could big wars make a comeback lawyer and historian john p storey explores these questions by looking at the

evolution of military technology and tactics over the long history of warfare from ancient bronze spears and chariots to world

war ii tanks and warplanes from the nuclear weapons of the cold war to the drones and robotics of the future the changes in

our methods of waging war has had and will continue to have a major impact on their size and destructiveness the sobering

conclusion storey makes is that based on past trends and the weapons in the pipeline for the future there is a much higher

risk of there being much bigger wars in the coming decades dispatches from the frontlines analyzes some of the world s most

contentious hotspots it focuses on such compelling global issues as third world development the role of the state corporatism

and foreign aid dispatches from the frontlines is a thought provoking book for anyone interested in foreign policy comparative

politics and international affairs with covid 19 in full effect a family of four is impacted deeply by current events yet still

manages to keep their bond strong although there are no certain answers of what s to come in a time of uncertainty family is

most important as we look into how this pandemic has affected the world as well as pay homage and give thanks to all the

frontline workers who remained in the workforce in such trying times again we say thank you to all those who have took the

time to remain on the front lines 2
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Front Lines 2016-01-26 an epic genre bending and transformative new series that reimagines world war ii with female soldiers

fighting on the front lines world war ii 1942 a court decision makes women subject to the draft and eligible for service the

unproven american army is going up against the greatest fighting force ever assembled the armed forces of nazi germany

three girls sign up to fight rio richlin frangie marr and rainy schulterman are average girls girls with dreams and aspirations at

the start of their lives at the start of their loves each has her own reasons for volunteering rio fights to honor her sister frangie

needs money for her family rainy wants to kill germans for the first time they leave behind their homes and families to go to

war these three daring young women will play their parts in the war to defeat evil and save the human race as the fate of the

world hangs in the balance they will discover the roles that define them on the front lines they will fight the greatest war the

world has ever known perfect for fans of girl in the blue coat salt to the sea the book thief and code name verity from new

york times bestselling author michael grant

At the Front Line 2002-07-18 at the front line draws on a plethora of letters diaries and documents written by over 300

australian soldiers in the field to present a picture of the hardships and triumphs of their wartime experience mark johnston

analyses the suffering of front line soldiers caused not only by the opposing force but also by the conditions imposed by their

own army the book details the physical and psychological pressures of life at the front and shows how soldiers survived or

surrendered to unbearable environments fear boredom and the constant threat of impending death the myths of mateship and

equanimity are brought under scrutiny much hostility can be explained by competition between ranks and the perceived

hostility of superiors the author investigates the immense strain that led to many breakdowns and the characteristic
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forebearance that saw so many others through

War of the Worlds 2010-04 no one would have believed that in the last years of the nineteenth century that this world was

being watched these words marked the beginning of h g well s classic science fiction novel the war of the worlds and marked

the end of man s child like belief that we are alone in the universe published in 1898 the war of the worlds is one of the

greatest works of science fiction ever written and it cemented h g wells legacy as a founding father of science fiction a 1938

radio play by orson welles caused mass panic when it hit the airwaves and frankly we haven t been able to trust aliens ever

since here now are bold new visions of alien and human conflicts on many different fronts including a man scours a distant

world searching for something right under his nose two children terrorized by their own mother find an unlikely saviour giant

war machines find love and more at the end of the world a harmless looking birthday gift is really a portal to humanity s doom

looking for great horror and science fiction get in line war of the worlds frontlines

Beyond the Front Lines 2004 approaches the topic of world war ii from the perspective of those fighting in it

World War II on the Front Lines 2014 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may

contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally

important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature

in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Front Lines (1918) 2008-06-01 describes first hand accounts of world war ii from those who lived through it provided by

publisher
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Voices of World War II 2010-07 approaches the topic of world war ii from the perspective of those fighting in it

World War II on the Front Lines 2014 approaches the topic of world war i the perspective of soldiers fighting in it

World War I on the Front Lines 2014-07-01 this is the story of bob moranda citizen soldier who fought with honor courage

conviction and valor during one of world war ii s most critical campaigns the battle of the bulge both his capture by the

germans and liberation by the russians were perilous this is also the story of bob and his brother george who both served in

korea in the national guard after wwii they were called to active duty again not too many years after wwii they had to adjust

once more from civilian life to that of soldiers in training and combat bob writes of the joys and frustrations of the common

soldier doing his duty george adds historical perspective to the events recounted in the book together they provide a

compelling narrative enhanced by the context of history for those who want to know what actual combat is like those who

need inspiration to meet life s challenges and for those who want to know more about the boys who saved democracy this is

essential reading

Two Wars and One Love 2009-05 front lines documents the literary practices of imperial spain s common soldiers the epic

poems chronicles ballads and autobiographies that these soldiers wrote at the front provide a critical view from below on state

violence and imperial expansion

Front Lines 2016-09-13 approaches the topic of world war i the perspective of soldiers fighting in it

World War I on the Front Lines 2014-07-01 the riveting personal account of a michigan nurse s experiences in france

germany and africa during the second world war
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World War II Front Line Nurse 2008-11-17 front lines to headlines the world war i overseas dispatches of otto p higgins by

james j heiman is a narrative review of the complete collection of 218 overseas world war i dispatches which includes a

sampling of dispatches and 42 field photographs both the dispatches and the photographs were created by embedded

divisional correspondent otto p higgins and published in the kansas city star between may 1918 and july 1919 descriptions of

the dispatches are presented in narrative form in the book and organized sequentially in monthly installments by date of

composition followed by a representative sampling of photographs and intact articles

Front Lines to Headlines 2019-04-20 studies of world war ii often focus on the millions who fought so bravely many of whom

ultimately lost their lives but learning only about soldiers and battlefield maneuvers doesn t give a clear picture of the full

impact of war these troops had families at home as well as working in hospitals factories and helping out the war effort in

other ways these people too should be recognized and understood for their contribution this comprehensive book complete

with a timeline of the war and numerous primary sources provides readers with valuable information about this terrible war on

the frontlines and at home

World War II 2015-07-15 described as a classic by the critics on the front lines strips away the glamour of war and shows in

the words of the infantrymen and gunners who fought on the front lines what it was really like in the trenches in world war ii

published on the 50th anniversary of the u s s entry into the war

On the Front Lines 1991-08-19 front lines is a military themed book written by boyd cable these tales have been written over

a period running from the later stages of the somme to the present time for the book the author has two ambitions the first
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that to my service readers it may bring a few hours of interest and entertainment may prove some sort of a picture and a

record of what they themselves have been through the second that it may strike and impress and stir those people at home

who even now clearly require awakening to all that war means

Front Lines 2022-11-21 a comprehensive guide to creating low cost innovative and unconventional marketing featuring real

life stories from seasoned experts let thirty five world class guerrilla marketing coaches teach you their time tested tactics and

strategies for getting new customers and turning them into your most enthusiastic fans here is a taste of what you re going to

learn in guerrilla marketing on the front lines dozens of new high impact strategies for reaching and acquiring new customers

even on a shoestring budget cutting edge online tactics designed to cut through the clutter and dramatically increase your

visibility and conversion rates the keys to developing high powered guerrilla partnerships and affiliate programs that will

leverage your time and actually make you money while you sleep are you ready to turn your own prospects into customers

and then into raving fans who will buy from you again and again and again join us on the front lines and get ready to launch

your own guerrilla marketing attack

Front Lines 2006 has al jazeera s impact been underestimated is the role of the internet fully understood has public

diplomacy become mired in clumsy propaganda beyond the front lines examines these issues suggesting ways journalists

might carry out their job better and defining the role of the news media in a high tech globalized and dangerous world

Guerrilla Marketing on the Front Lines 2008-08-01 in at the frontlines of development former world bank country directors

recount their experiences both as managers of the world bank s programs in global economic hotspots of the 1990s as well
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as throughout their careers in development economics these essays detail among many stories of development in the 1990s

how china and india lifted hundreds of millions out of poverty while russia collapsed how bosnia and herzegovina and

mozambique remade their war ravaged economies and how thailand turkey and argentina fell into financial crisis these

remarkable stories told in first person by the country directors who were there to witness them provide candid assessments of

development in the 1990s what succeeded what failed and what lessons emerged this book is part of a larger effort

undertaken by the world bank to understand the development experience of the 1990s an extraordinary eventful decade each

of the project s three volumes serves a different purpose economic growth in the 1990s provides comprehensive analysis of

the decade s development experience while development challenges in the 1990s offers insights on the practical concerns

faced by policymakers

Beyond the Front Lines 2016-03-11 a collection of reports from foreign correspondents during world war ii such as walter

cronkite and ernie pyle covering events from the normandy invasion on d day and the bombing of hiroshima to the nuremberg

trials

At the Frontlines of Development 2005-04-01 this is a unique war story based on more than 350 letters that the author s

father wrote to her mother from the front lines in italy in 1944 and 1945 these are love letters deeply intimate while vividly

recounting the brutal life of a combat soldier they also reveal the intense connection between the author s mother and father

through extensive quotes from the letters the book conveys in powerful detail what he thought felt and experienced as a

company commander in combat her letters do not survive but his responses to her show the strength of their relationship they
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write about mutual friends the quotidian details of their lives the weather food the war news they tease each other they send

each other gifts and photos they dream about life after the war sometimes they quarrel he worries about money and chides

her about her spending habits she becomes frustrated over irregular and delayed mail and blames him for it but every letter

conveys his love for her his aching for her his sense of being with her despite the distance and the war this is also the story

of the war itself of dangerous night patrols german artillery supplies coming to the front by mule days and days with no sleep

dead and wounded soldiers german war prisoners and finally victory this poignant juxtaposition of the personal and the

historical based on a rare quantity of first hand material is spellbinding and inspiring

Typewriter Battalion 1995 the attack on the wood had begun soon after dawn and it was no more than 8 a m when the

corporal was dropped badly wounded in the advance line of the attack where it had penetrated about four hundred yards into

the wood but it was well into afternoon before he sufficiently woke to his surroundings to understand where he was or what

had happened and when he did so he found the realisation sufficiently unpleasant it was plain from several indications the

direction from which the shells bursting in his vicinity were coming a glimpse of some wounded germans retiring the echoing

rattle of rifle fire and crash of bombs behind him that the battalion had been driven back as half a dozen other battalions had

been driven back in the course of the ebb and flow fighting through the wood for a couple of weeks past that he was lying

badly wounded and helpless to defend himself where the germans could pick him up as a prisoner or finish him off with a

saw backed bayonet as the mood of his discoverers turned his left leg was broken below the knee his right shoulder and ribs

ached intolerably a scalp wound six inches long ran across his head from side to side a wound that thanks to the steel
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shrapnel helmet lying dinted in deep across the crown had not split his head open to the teeth

Love Letters from the Front Lines 2022-08-23 at the front line draws on a plethora of letters diaries and documents written by

over 300 australian soldiers in the field to present a picture of the hardships and triumphs of their wartime experience mark

johnston analyses the suffering of front line soldiers caused not only by the opposing force but also by the conditions imposed

by their own army the book details the physical and psychological pressures of life at the front and shows how soldiers

survived or surrendered to unbearable environments fear boredom and the constant threat of impending death the myths of

mateship and equanimity are brought under scrutiny much hostility can be explained by competition between ranks and the

perceived hostility of superiors the author investigates the immense strain that led to many breakdowns and the characteristic

forebearance that saw so many others through

First World War Front Lines 2015-06-09 the attack on the wood had begun soon after dawn and it was no more than 8 a m

when the corporal was dropped badly wounded in the advance line of the attack where it had penetrated about four hundred

yards into the wood but it was well into afternoon before he sufficiently woke to his surroundings to understand where he was

or what had happened and when he did so he found the realisation sufficiently unpleasant it was plain from several

indications the direction from which the shells bursting in his vicinity were coming a glimpse of some wounded germans

retiring the echoing rattle of rifle fire and crash of bombs behind him that the battalion had been driven back as half a dozen

other battalions had been driven back in the course of the ebb and flow fighting through the wood for a couple of weeks past

that he was lying badly wounded and helpless to defend himself where the germans could pick him up as a prisoner or finish
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him off with a saw backed bayonet as the mood of his discoverers turned his left leg was broken below the knee his right

shoulder and ribs ached intolerably a scalp wound six inches long ran across his head from side to side a wound that thanks

to the steel shrapnel helmet lying dinted in deep across the crown had not split his head open to the teeth

At the Front Line 2002-07-18 by drawing on a range of sources including secret government documents newspapers national

and local records feature films as well as interviews with those who worked during air raids this book provides an analysis of

private meanings and public media representations of civilians in the front line it will be enjoyed by historians of the second

world war and those seeking to understand better ways in which civilians have experienced war in the twentieth century

jacket

Stories from the Front Lines 2001-10 in the frontlines of peace severine autesserre award winning researcher and

peacebuilder examines the well intentioned but systematically flawed peace industry the author sheds light on how typical aid

interveners have been getting it wrong and more importantly how a few of them have been getting it right with real life

examples drawn from across the globe autesserre reveals that peace can grow in the most unlikely circumstances with the

help ofthe most unlikely heroes she makes the compelling case that we must radically change our approach if we hope to

build lasting peace around us no matter where we live

First World War Front Lines 2019-01-08 afghan women were at the forefront of global agendas in late 2001 fueled by a mix of

media coverage humanitarian intervention and military operations calls for liberating afghan women were widespread women

s roles in afghanistan have long been politically divisive marked by struggles between modernization and tradition women
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politics and the state have always been intertwined in afghanistan and conflicts have been fueled by attempts to challenge or

change women s status it may appear that we have come full circle twenty years later in late 2021 when afghanistan fell to

the taliban once more women s rights in afghanistan have been stripped away and any gains however tenuous now appear

lost today the country navigates both a humanitarian and a human rights crisis this book measures the rhetoric of liberation

and the physical and ideological occupations of afghanistan over the twenty year period from 2001 through 2021 through the

voices perspectives and experiences of those who are implicated in this reality afghan women

British Civilians in the Front Line 2006-04-30 approaches the topic of the vietnam war from the perspective of soldiers fighting

in it

The Frontlines of Peace 2021 every unpacked frontline is one cutting edge of an economic system and political ideology that

is destroying life on earth revealing our ecosystems to be under a sustained attack nick meynen finds causes for hope in

unconventional places in his wide ranging journalism and writing nick meynen has been vividly mapping struggles for justice

around the world his new book is a rich collection of the human stories of those struggles from resistance to mining in india

and greece to land grabbing in uganda to a landmark climate lawsuit in the netherlands the book harnesses the power of

lived experience to bring our most urgent high stakes policy debates to life and it deserves a wide international audience

naomi klein author of the shock doctrine and this changes everything capitalism vs the climate

Freedom on the Frontlines 2022-02-07 pointing to the obvious irony that traditional warfare is a dying business the author

examines the new methods by which war will be waged in the future based on massive pentagon spending he forecasts
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information warfare becoming all important

The Vietnam War on the Front Lines 2014-07-01 to boost soldiers morale and remind them of the stakes of victory the

american military formalized a recreation program that sent respectable young women along with famous entertainers

overseas this history of the women who talked and listened danced and sang adds an intimate chapter to the story of war

and its ties to life in peacetime

Frontlines 2019-12-14 today in a variety of post conflict settings international advocates for women s rights have focused on

bringing issues of sexual violence discrimination and exclusion into peace making processes on the frontlines consider such

policies and assess the extent to which they have had success in improving women s lives

The Next World War 1999 first published in 1996 the first world war was the single most important event of the twentieth

century this volume concentrates on non u s aspects of the conflict organized alphabetically its more than 600 detailed entries

offer information and insight on such subjects as the causes of the conflict major battles and campaigns weapons systems

including military aviation chemical warfare the submarine and the tank and the terms of the peace some 350 biographies

provide information on the roles played in the conflict by generals admirals and civilian leaders there are also biographies of

individuals who were shaped by the war such as charles de gaulle adolf hitler benito mussolini and joseph stalin essays on

each of the countries involved in the conflict new appraisals of such subjects as military medicine and artillery tactics and

essays on such diverse subjects as art literature and music in the war each entry has references for additional reading and a

subject index provides easy access the volume is an excellent reference source for scholar and neophyte alike
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The Girls Next Door 2019-02-01 world war ii was the biggest and most destructive war in history for two centuries wars had

grown ever larger with the use of more terrible weapons and rising casualties culminating in the cataclysmic global events of

1939 45 and then quite suddenly large international wars have all but disappeared what caused wars to grow in size to such

an extent and then shrink so precipitously is this a permanent state of affairs or could big wars make a comeback lawyer and

historian john p storey explores these questions by looking at the evolution of military technology and tactics over the long

history of warfare from ancient bronze spears and chariots to world war ii tanks and warplanes from the nuclear weapons of

the cold war to the drones and robotics of the future the changes in our methods of waging war has had and will continue to

have a major impact on their size and destructiveness the sobering conclusion storey makes is that based on past trends and

the weapons in the pipeline for the future there is a much higher risk of there being much bigger wars in the coming decades

On the Frontlines 2011 dispatches from the frontlines analyzes some of the world s most contentious hotspots it focuses on

such compelling global issues as third world development the role of the state corporatism and foreign aid dispatches from

the frontlines is a thought provoking book for anyone interested in foreign policy comparative politics and international affairs

European Powers in the First World War 2018-12-07 with covid 19 in full effect a family of four is impacted deeply by current

events yet still manages to keep their bond strong although there are no certain answers of what s to come in a time of

uncertainty family is most important as we look into how this pandemic has affected the world as well as pay homage and

give thanks to all the frontline workers who remained in the workforce in such trying times again we say thank you to all those

who have took the time to remain on the front lines 2
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Big Wars 2021-09-01

Order of Battle of the United States Land Forces in the World War 1931

Dispatches from the Frontlines 2014-05-08

The Front Lines 2021-12-15
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